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No fourth season for Perception

And again a TNT series is being buried in the cemetery of cancelled series. After ‘Dallas’ and ‘Franklin & Bash’, it is now time for ‘Perception’ to say goodbye. There won’t be a fourth season. 
 
 ‘Perception’ is currently in its third season and 10 of the 15 episodes have been broadcast. 'Perception' has had an average of 2.78 million viewers and that is down 10 percent compared to the second season. ‘Perception’ isn’t performing so bad that the series should be cancelled, but TNT wants to do more edgy series like ‘Legends’, this series is still waiting to hear if it will be renewed or not.
 
 The last five episodes of ‘Perception’ will air in February 2015. It is not clear if they will give any closure to the series. 
 
 ABC studios produces ‘Perception’, so there is a chance that they will shop elsewhere to find a new home for the series.
 
 What do you think, is it a good decision to cancel ‘Perception’?
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: No plans for a third season of Barbaren]
No plans for a third season of Barbaren

One of the series' actors has apparently confirmed that there will not be a third season of Barbaren.

Today, 10:02

[image: Pilot for FX's The Sensitive Kind adds eight new actors]
Pilot for FX's The Sensitive Kind adds eight new actors

Sterlin Harjo's FX pilot for The Sensitive Kind has added eight actors to star alongside executive producer and lead actor Ethan Hawke.

Today, 09:02

[image: Prime Video releases trailer and poster for Them: The Scare]
Prime Video releases trailer and poster for Them: The Scare

Them will soon return for its second season and Prime Video has released a new trailer and poster.

Yesterday, 16:02

[image: BBC beats Netflix in bidding war for British drama Dear England]
BBC beats Netflix in bidding war for British drama Dear England

The BBC has won a bidding war with Netflix for Dear England, amid fears over the future of British storytelling on television.

Yesterday, 15:02

[image: Ezra Miller's voice role recast in the second season of Invincible]
Ezra Miller's voice role recast in the second season of Invincible

It appears that Ezra Miller's voice as the mad scientist D.A. Sinclair has been quietly recast in season two of Prime Video's Invincible.

Yesterday, 14:02

[image: Start date and trailer for third season of Mayor of Kingstown]
Start date and trailer for third season of Mayor of Kingstown

We get our first look at Jeremy Renner in the upcoming third season of Mayor of Kingstown.

Yesterday, 13:02
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